JNU Seminar on Botanical & Meteorological History of the Indian Ocean, 1600-1900
The Vidyajyoti College located now in Civil Lines, North of old Delhi (4/A Raj Niwas Marg, Delhi
110054) was started in 1879 as a seminary for Jesuit missionaries from Belgium who came to India
young and had to do the course of church study (theology) before being ordained priests. In 1889
the seminary was transferred to Kurseong, in the mountains near Darjeeling, West Bengal, where it
grew for 72 years. In the course of all this time it collected a good library of books on India, some
quite old, printed in Europe in the 16th to 19th centuries. They can be considered 'incunabilia' in a
broad sense (actually our oldest book was printed only in 1514). Viddyajyoti does not have an
archive as such, but a library, except for the manuscripts of the twentieth century Henry Hosten, a
historian and chronicler mostly of church history in India. The following books could be of interest
to the concerns of the seminar:
1.
Joseph Tieffenthaler, S.J. Historish-geographisce Bersceibung von Hindustan.Ed. By Johan
Bernouille. 3 volumes in 2, 4° ppxxv-370-xxxviii, xviii-238., 244. Berlin, 1785-1788. Tieffenthaler
lived between 1719 and 1795 and is buried in Agra, behind the so called Akbar chapel or church. He
describes and maps many areas in north India, both towns and countryside.
2.
Anthony Monserrate (Montserrat, Monserrat) wrote (a) Mongolicae legationis commentaries
published in the Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 3/9 (1914). (b) Jesuit Letters and Moghul
Allied Papers on Mogor, Tiber, Bengal and Burma. There is an English translation of the text (a) by
Hoyland, annotated by Josep Lluis Alay, with a good commentary and a study of his map of India, a
vast improvement on previous maps. I brought a copy of his book because it containes a good
photograph of the celebrated “map of Indostan” to study which Alay dedicates 12 pages of his work.
3.
Of special interest to the topic of the seminar may be the well known Hortus Indicus
Malabaricus, 6 volumes in 3, by Henry van Rheede and John Caesarium, Amsterdam 1678-1685,
highly illustrated withnexcellent drawings of the plants discussed, with their names in Latin, Greek,
Sanskrit and local languages. There are two more volumes added in 1688: vol. 7 “de fructibus
scandentibus” and vol. 8 “de herbis pomiferis et leguminosis.” I don't dare translate.
4.
Chitra. Cities and Monuments of 18th century, from French archives. It contains plans and
drawings of models. Delhi, OUP 2001.
5.
we have a number of “histories of India” or of Christianity in India (especially Jesuit
missions) printed in the 17th and 18th centuries, generally in Latin or on Portuguese or French.
(Historians from Kerala may be especially interested in a book by Alexis de Menezes, Archbishop
of Goa, Historia Orientalis, printed in 1609).
6.
there are also in our library sets of printed documents referring to the last four or five
centuries in India that may be of general interest to historians but I am doubtful about how far they
can help the work proposed in this seminar. The most important may be Documenta Indica (DI),
part of a much larger collection of Monumenta Historica Societatis Jesu (MHSI). DI consists of 18
volumes of letters sent by missionaries in India between 1542 and 1598, in their original languages,
with introductions and notes in Latin (English in the five of six volumes), very well indexed and
annotated. But I do not think that anything worthwhile can be gleaned from them of interest for the
topic of this seminar: the Jesuits write mostly about the administration of the Jesuit order and of the
church or the (Portuguese) state, or give their first personal impressions about India as tourists do
even today, without any “scientific” knowledge.
7.
We have also 11 volumes of the Memories of the Royal Asiatic society of Bengal, 1905-1929
referred to above in relation to Commentary of Monserrate.
8.
There are several collections of the French series of the Jesuit Lettres Edifiantes et Curieuses,
for popular reading, published in the 18th and 19th centuries.
9.

We have also a separate section of Travelogues, worldwide, Asian and India, where naturally

there are observations of all kinds from India. As samples I may mention the Histtoire generale des
voyages, by Abbe Antione Francios Prevost (1747-1780) in 25 volumes, including one on Indian
cartography with a very good index. Year 8 (?! is it 1808?) for those interested I brought 6 pages
from a librarian's shorthand shorthand catalogue mentioning collections of travel in the world, in
Asia and in India. I Do not know if anything can help the implementation of the programme of this
seminar.
10.
In the library section on Indian flora we have five large volumes of the research of Fr. K. M.
Mathew, a former alumnus of Vidyajyoti College when in Kurseong, on the flora of Karnataka and
Tamilnadu. He followed the footsteps of Heemeglid Santapau, S.J., of Mumbai, for one year the
Chief Botanist of India, who worked on the plants in Maharashtra and the orchids of India and
revived the Blatter Herbarium in Mumbai. Fr. Cecil Saldanha, S.J., like other less well equipped
missionaries, was a researcher in Karnataka flora. Interesting in this section is also the 1567 book of
Garcia de Orta (1501-1568), a Portuguese Jew who settled in Goa , Aromatum et implicium aliquot
medicamentorumapud indos nascentioum. Carlos Clusio, quoting the Latin text, translated into
Portuguese. The book in our library is a reprint of 1954. in the section on Indian fauna, I may
mention the book on butterflies of India by M.A. Wynter-Blyth, published in 1857 and 30 volumes
(out of 65?) of the impressive collection The Fauna of British India (1888-1927).
11.
finally, may I mention a Delhi source outside Vidyjyoti. When our institution was transferred
to Delhi after 82 years in Kurseong we brought a thick collection of charts recording daily data
about temperature , rain, pressure and perhaps other weather information in Kurseong, about 5000
above sea level. If I am not mistaken the charts were donated to the department of Geography (or of
Human Geography) in the University of Delhi. Presumably the charts, if of any use are still
preserved. I am not sure how many there were. I suspect that the data is of the 20th century, but they
might have started earlier.
12.
There are of course all over India other libraries and institutions where the missionary
contribution is specially preserved. May I mention the Goethals Library in St. Xavier's College,
Mumbai, the Xavier Centre of Historical Research in Goa, the Madurai Jesuit Archives and Natural
Museum in Sacred Heart College, Shembaganur, Kodaikanal.
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